Thursday, 24 February 2022, 14:30-15:30

Dr. Kathrin Goldammer, Reiner Lemoine Institut (RLI)
Lessons learned in female leadership

With talks by successful people from academia, industry and alternative careers, WiNS Adlershof aims to present role models and contact persons for questions regarding career paths, family options and many more.

For our next session, Dr. Kathrin Goldammer, an expert in energy technology and management, will give us insights on her experiences as managing director of a research institute in Adlershof at the intersection of the energy sector and policy advice. As she advocates for an increased visibility of women in the energy sector, she will talk about her career path and answer questions like:

What does it mean to be responsible for the scientific and executive leadership as well as the institute’s strategic and scientific agenda? How can you manage all these different tasks including communications and acquisitions? And what are her tips for early career researchers, especially women, to enter into a leadership position?

Dr. Kathrin Goldammer has been Managing Director of Reiner Lemoine Institute since February 2016 and is responsible for scientific and financial management. She studied Electrical Engineering at the Technical University of Berlin and received her PhD in Physics including research periods in Switzerland, the USA and Japan. Kathrin has extensive experience in the energy sector, energy policy, and policy advice: She has been responsible for the electricity generation portfolio in Germany at a Swiss utility company and later headed projects in asset management and portfolio optimization for municipal utilities and private companies.

Please register by 10 February: petra.metz@hu-berlin.de
Zoom link shared after registration